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The LGBTQIA+ Early Years magazine is all

about being able to openly discuss and

challenge our thinking to make our Early Years

settings and practice a true reflection on our

diverse society today. 

This publication has been a labour of love, not

just because of the  LGBTQIA+ nature of its

content, but the fact that it has brought so

many professionals together to discuss the true

meaning of inclusive and representative

practice within our settings. 

The magazine comes from a place of practice

first and foremost, then research and finally the

experiences of true life events that place us

within the minds of our youngest children

today . It is a story that navigates you through  

why we need to support the narrative of

LGBTQIA+ within the Early Years. 

The LGBTQIA+ Working Group was an idea of

mine back in March 2020. I think for many of

us the lockdown and mass short term closures

of nurseries, childminders, pre schools and

schools gave us some time to think about and

reflect on our practice. I asked for support and

many professionals came forward to offer their

help to share the need for further discussions

around  representation within our Early Years

settings. 

 

I firstly want to thank everyone who has

submitted an article to the magazine. Not only

has this been done for free, but it has been

done with passion, excitement and respect for

one another. These values of the LGBTQIA+

Early Years Working Group hold true today and

we hope these shine through within the

magazine. 

The LGBTQIA+ Early Years wouldn't have got

off the ground financially if it wasn't for the

generosity of the supporters who donated, so

thank you. We also owe a special thank you to

Famly who matched funded the finances to

enable us to reach our £1000 target so settings

who are on low incomes were able to have hard

copies of this magazine.

I hope that this magazine supports your CPD,

child-centred practice, by being able to start the

narrative with families and most importantly

gathering the voice of the child, for a true and

inclusive early years environment.

I hope you  enjoy reading our magazine and

take something from this to influence your

practice within the Early Years.

Sending much love, respect and gratitude in

acknowledging the immense hard work of all

professionals in Early Years.

Aaron Bradbury 
E D I T O R  

From the Editor
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